Homonyms
Sound alike that are spelled differently.

Say It. Write It. Repeat It!

by – near, link, preposition

buy – purchase

to – link, preposition

two – 2

too – also

ate – eat

eight – 8
Homonyms
Sound alike that are spelled differently.

Say It. Write It. Repeat It!

one – I

won – win

meat – eat

meet – meeting

sale – money discount

sail – boat, float in wind

there – not here

their – they
Homonyms
Sound alike that are spelled differently.

Say It. Write It. Repeat It!

blue – color

blew – blow

know – learned

no – not any, negative

knew – learned

new – not old

son – male child

sun – day star
Homonyms
Sound alike that are spelled differently.

Say It. Write It. Repeat It!

not - no

knot - tied

tail - end part

tale - story

cent - penny

sent - send

scent - smell
Homonyms
Sound alike that are spelled differently.

Say It. Write It. Repeat It!

be - exist
bee - bug
here - not there
hear - ear
read - a book
red - color
some - not all
sum - total
Homonym
Sound alike that are spelled differently.

Say It. Write It. Repeat It!

through - link, preposition

threw - ball

beat - hit

beet - root

right - not left

right - not wrong

write - pen and paper, print
Homonyms
Sound alike that are spelled differently.

Say It. Write It. Repeat It!

see – look

sea – ocean

see – diocese

road – street

rode – ride

our – us

hour – time
Homonyms
Sound alike that are spelled differently.

Say It. Write It. Repeat It!

herd – group of animals

heard – hear

fourth – number 4

forth – direction, not back

hole – pit, tear

whole – all, entire

wait – stay

weight – pounds, grams
Homonyms
Sound alike that are spelled differently.

Say It. Write It. Repeat It!

bear - animal

bear - burden

bare - clear